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Espresso Cup 62680 3oz/8.5cl

Espresso Saucer 62681 4.5in/11.5cm

Tea Cup 62682 8oz/22.5cl

Tea Saucer 62683 6in/15cm

Breakfast Cup 62684 12oz/34cl

Breakfast Saucer 62685 6.5in/16.5cm

Urban Mug 62721 12oz/34cl

Rimmed Bowl 62634
10.5in/27cm 
11oz/31cl

Coupe Bowl 62609 12in/30cm

Coupe Bowl 62708 10in/25.5cm

Coupe Bowl 62632 8.5in/22.5cm

Coupe Bowl 62633 6.5in/16.5cm

Coupe Plate 62700 13.5in/34cm

Coupe Plate 62712 12in/30cm

Coupe Plate 62701 10.5in/27cm

Coupe Plate 62715 10in/25.5cm

Coupe Plate 62702 8in/21cm

Coupe Plate 62703 6.5in/16.5cm

Sauce Dish 62635 4.5in/11cmDeep Bowl 62576
5.75in/14.5cm 
20oz/57cl

Bowl 62676
4.5in/11.5cm 
11.25oz/32cl

Bowl 62668
5.2in/13cm 
14.75oz/42cl

English fine bone china perfectionist, Royal 
Crown Derby, reveal an industry first with 
the launch of the Studio Glaze Collection.

Extending the technicalities of producing 
fine bone china, the new Studio Glaze 
Collection showcases the globally 
renowned brand’s innovation and design 
techniques through the use of a reactive 
glaze application unseen before on such 
a pure, translucent material.

The stunning and contemporary Studio 
Glaze Collection has been created to 
meet consumers’ aspirations for the very 
best luxury casual tableware, which is 
attainable and functional, as well as being 
high quality and highly desirable.

Using innovative techniques to create 
the Studio Glaze Collection, the 
origination extends the technicalities of 
producing on fine bone china and uses 

Due to the unique hand crafted and hand decorated design of this range, each item will be slightly different in colour and texture from images shown making every item truly unique.

ALMOST MIDNIGHT
CLASSIC VANILLA
OCEAN WHISPER

BRUBLA
BRUVAN
BRUBLU

studioglaze

a reactive brush glaze application 
that has never been seen on a pure, 
translucent material.

Featuring a hand-applied brushed 
glaze that creates subtle differences in 
each piece, the reactive pigments in 
combination with the richly coloured 
glaze create a textured interplay of 
materials to deliver a tactile and silky 
sheen on the surface.

A twenty item range, offered 
in three dramatic colourways; 
Ocean Whisper, Classic Vanilla and 
Almost Midnight, is a stylish and 
contemporary new range meeting 
consumers’ aspirations for functional 
and highly desirable quality luxury 
casual tableware for everyday use.



ROYAL CROWN DERBY 

194 OSMASTON ROAD, DERBY, DE23 8JZ ,  ENGLAND

Customer Service/Sales :  +44 (0)1332 268 901 

FAX: +44 (0)1332 712 863

Email :  sales@royalcrownderby.co.uk

royalcrownderby.co.uk

Royal Crown Derby reserves the right to make changes to a design,  
shape or remove items from the current range .
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